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Oxbow Park presented itself as an interesting reach to monitor during the Marmot 

Dam removal.  The park contains evidence of the Old Maid lahars as well as recent 

evidence of channel change and significant deposition. In the long profile of the Sandy 

River, Oxbow park sits at a 'kink' where the slope begins to noticeably decrease.  There is 

very noticeable evidence of significant changes in the river near a large point bar.    

At the upstream end of the park there is a point bar on the left bank of a large 

meander bend (Figure 1).  Two small tributaries, Buck Creek and Gordon Creek enter the 

Sandy in this bend.  This bar has shown significant change since 2006 and was selected 

as a reach to monitor.  Aerial photography is available from fall 2006 and fall 2008 and 

terrestrial LIDAR is available from 2006, 2007, and 2008. Topographic surveys using a 

total station were conducted in the summers of 2007 and 2008.  Additionally a series of 

repeat photographs have been taken from the right bank on the outside of the bend. 

In November 2006, there was a large storm in the Sandy Basin during which the 

gauge upstream of Oxbow Park (Sandy River below Bull Run River, 14142500) peaked 

at 41,152 cfs (7.8 year recurrence interval).  Fishermen and park personnel report large 

changes at the mouth of Gordon Creek (lower right in the photograph).  The post-2006 

channel change is apparent in the surveyed waterline and the photographed waterline 

(with only a 240 cfs difference in flow).  By July 2007, the cutoff channel had eroded 

enough to maintain water flow at least two feet deep during modest ( <500 cfs) flows.  

This cutoff channel isolated the former tip of the point bar and turned it into a mid-

channel bar. The cutoff channel was surveyed at up to 10 feet lower than the LIDAR 

measured surface.  Additionally, there was deposition on the right side of the point bar, 

extending it into the channel.  This newly formed surface was surveyed up to five feet 

higher than the LIDAR measured surface.   

Between the November 2006 storm and the summer of 2008, the changes were 

less pronounced, however the series of panoramic photos (Figure 2) show some of the 

changes.  It is apparent from the photos that sand has moved around the bars, but the 

form is largely unchanged.  The discharge is comparable in the January 2008 and 



November 2008 photographs.  The discharge in November is only 200 cfs higher, 

however at that discharge water was flowing through a cutoff channel across the point bar 

(between the two areas of large woody debris).  This change in bar geometry is most 

likely due to the two large events in the fall of 2008 (Figure 3) which were the largest 

since the 2006 storm.  On November 13th 2008, the river reached 30,929 cfs ( 3 yr 

recurrence interval), and on January 2nd, 2009, it reached 55,250 cfs (approx 20 year 

recurrence interval).  

This bar will be surveyed again in July 2009, however a preliminary mapping of 

the water's edge with a handheld GPS in May 2009 shows a large change in the form of 

the main bar (Figure 1).  There currently two islands which are not shown.    It is 

interesting to note that not only has the tip of the point bar been cut off, but the bulk of 

the bar has translated downstream.  Additionally, there was a side channel with nearly 2m 

of relief on the inside of the bar (Figure 4).  As of May 2009, this channel has been 

completely filled in.  The deposit has some patches of sand on the top, but digging 

several pits exposed a cobble and gravel mixture no more than 1 foot below the sand 

layer.  In July 2009 this bar will be surveyed, the surface grain size will be determined, 

and the new deposit will be analyzed.   

Oxbow Park remains a dynamic reach of the Sandy River, containing not only 

evidence of channel change from large volcanic events, but also demonstrating 

observable channel change at the storm scale during several events in the recent years. 

 



 

Figure 1 - Edge of the Water from areal photographs and surveys in Oxbow Park 



 

Figure 2 - Repeat panoramic photos of the upstream bar in Oxbow Park – from top: July 25, 2007 – 
540 cfs; January 25, 2008 – 1560 cfs; July 26, 2008 – 834 cfs; November 18, 2008 – 1830 cfs; May 20, 

2009 – 3800 cfs 



 
Figure 3 - Hydrograph from the Sandy River below the Bull Run Confluence (9.5 km above Oxbow 

Park) for water years 2007, 2008, and 2009 showing the November 2006 storm, the dam breach 
event, and the large flows in the winter of 2008-2009 



   

Figure 4 - Oxbow bank lines superimposed on the surface generated from the July 2007 survey 


